Algebraic and geometrical techniques are used to study examples (new and previously conjectured) of «-dimensional simplicial complexes which cannot be topologically imbedded in Euclidean 2«-space, but each proper subcomplex of any of them can be imbedded in Euclidean 2«-space.
Introduction.
An «-minimal complex is an «-dimensional simplicial complex which is not imbeddable in R2n but each of its proper subcomplexes is imbeddable in R2n. In this note we study «-minimal complexes by combining the geometric approach of Grünbaum [2] and Zaks [7] with the algebraic approach of Wu [5] . The new results presented here include a suspension theorem for symmetric deleted products (Theorem 3.1), an affirmative answer to a conjecture of Zaks on the minimality of certain 2-complexes, and a new way of constructing minimal 2-complexes.
Definitions.
By an «-complex we mean a topological space which carries the structure of a fixed «-dimensional simplicial triangulation. The deleted product of an «-complex K is defined to be D2(K) = {fo, x2) e K x A: I Xl * x2}.
The polyhedral deleted product of an «-complex K is defined to be D2(K) = {fe x2)eKx K\ Cr(xJ n Cr(x2) =0}, where Cr(x) is the smallest closed simplex of K containing x. Let t denote the self-homeomorphism of D2(K) or D'2(K) defined by r(x1, x2) = (x2, x-i); the antipodal map on the «-sphere Sn, 0^«5=oo, is also denoted by r. The quotient spaces of D2(K), D'2(K), and Sn under the action of t are denoted by £a(AT), £á(AT), and Pn (22(X) is called the symmetric deleted product of K). A function/ between spaces of the form D2{K), D'2(K), or Sn is equivariant if/° t = t °fi For a finite «-complex K, D'2(K) is an equivariant deformation retract of D2{K) (cf. [5] ), so 22(A") is a deformation retract of £2(AT). For any «-complex K there is a unique (up to equivariant homotopy) equivariant map cK:D2(K)->Sco (cf. Let G be the multiplicative group of order 2 with elements 1 and a, and let R be the integral group ring of G. We consider Z2 a trivial -module (i.e. (m+na)x=(m+n)x, x eZ2). \}(D2(K)) has an .R-module structure given by (m+nx) ■ s=ms+nr#(s), s e A3(D2(AT)). A}(SD2(K)) has an A^-module structure defined by {m+nct.)s=ms+nr#{s) where s 6 A}(SD2(K)) and t:
is defined by t([xu x2, t]) = [x2, xu -t]. Finally, AJ(CZ)2(A"))©AJ(CZ)2(A')) has an Ä-module structure given by (m+nct.) • (su s2)=m(s1, s2)+n(r#(s2), t#(sJ) where t:
Define ^A^^AlKiCA^eA^AW) by ß(s)=(i#(s),i#(s)) The corollary follows, since a is an isomorphism.
4. The classical «-minimal complexes. Let K2n+S be the complete ncomplex on 2«+3 vertices, i.e. the «-complex with 2« + 3 vertices in which every set of «+1 vertices spans an «-simplex. Then any complex of the form (**) k = x-1+3 * K?m+, *■■■* KTm+3
is an «-minimal complex where «=«1+«2+-• ■+np+p-1 (cf. [2] ). In this section we give a new proof that O|"(/l),^0 whenever K has form (**). Indeed Grünbaum proved in [2] that if K has the form (**) then "there is a homeomorphism between /fand S2n+1 which preserves antipodes". Converting this to our notation, Grünbaum's K is exactly our D'2(CK) and his homeomorphism preserving antipodes give us an equivariant homeomorphism <f>' : D2(CK) ->■ S2n+1
and hence an equivariant homotopy equivalence <f>: D2{CK) ^ D2(S2n+^).
So, on quotient spaces, we have a homotopy equivalence ¥>:S8(CA0-*Si(5*»+1).
Therefore ^2n+í{CK) = ip*(^>22n+1(S2n+1))7í0. Since CKsSK, we have <52*+1(S7r)7i0, and hence, by Corollary 3.1, (^"(/Q^O as desired.
5. The «-minimal complexes of Zaks. In [7] , Zaks proved the existence, for each «^2, of infinitely many mutually nonhomeomorphic «-minimal complexes. He was able to give explicit examples for «>2, but for «=2 a slight indeterminacy remained. In this section we remove that indeterminacy (exactly as Zaks conjectured it would be removed). Our main tool is 5.1. Theorem.
Suppose K and K' are complexes and <&2(K) 5¿ 0. If there is a continuous function f:K-*-K' such that for each x e K' ,f~l(x) is contained in a closed simplex of K, then <t>2(.K')5¿0.
Proof.
Define <f>f:D'2(K)^D2(K') by <j>t(xu xa)=(/(x1),/(xa)). Let r be an equivariant retraction of D2(K) onto D2(K), and A:S2(Ä)->-S2(^') be the map induced on quotient spaces by cj>f°r:D2(K)->-D2(K'). Then k*(pi(K')) = <l>i(K)*0. So O2(*V0.
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ModifiedZaks construction.
Consider the sequence of 2-complexes X0, Xu X2, ■ ■ ■ , where A~0=A", and Xi is constructed from A3_x as follows : let x} and yt be distinct points in the interior of the same 2-simplex of Xj_x\ subdivide Xj__x so that x} and y¡ are nonadjacent vertices of the new triangulation; then X¡ is the quotient complex of X¡_x obtained by identifying Xj and y¡. Applying Theorem 5.1 to the natural projection map Pi'-Xj_x-*Xj we have <Í>2(A3)?í0, and so X¡ is not imbeddable in A4, for eachy'_0. Zak's argument now completes the proof that X¡ is in fact 2-minimal. Since A", has exactly/ local cut-points, A¿ and X¡ are not homeomorphic if ij&j. It is easily verified that y induces an imbedding of L' in A4, and our proof that L is 2-minimal is complete. L is distinct from any result of the Zaks construction since L has no local cut-points, and L is distinct from the classical 2-minimal complexes since L is not simply connected. By choosing T to be very complicated and iterating the above process, 2-minimal complexes of great complexity can be constructed.
